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Online Supplement 

 
Medical drugs for TB treatment available in Germany used for calculation in this study 
 
Eremfat (Rifampicin) 600, 100 Tbl €270.46; 1 Tbl: €2.7046 

Isoniazid 300 mg, 100 Tbl (N3) €27.51; 1 Tbl €0.2751 

EMB Hefa (Ethambutol) 400; 100 Tbl (N3) €40.66; 1 Tbl €0.4066 

Pyrazinamid 500mg, 100 Tbl (N3) €32.28; 1 Tbl €0.3228 

Streptomycin Hefa 1g dry substance, 10 vials €27.81; 1 vial €2.781 

Amikazin 500mg/100ml 10 infusion bottles €356.12; 1 bottle €35.612 

Ektebin (Protionamid)  0.25g 100 Tbl (N3) €98.46; 1 Tbl €0.9846 

Avalox (Moxifloxacin) 400mg 10 Tbl €70.40; 1Tbl €7.04 

Terizidon 250mg 50 Cps €216.0; 1 Cps €4.32 

 

Purely outpatient costs 

The weighted outpatient costs for TB in adults monitored by pneumologists with reference to 

the basic presumptions (cultural confirmation in 80.5% of the cases) [(€ 1,253.04 × 0.805) + 

(€1,100.64 x 0.195)] = €1,008.70 + €214.62 = €1,223.32 (see Table 5). The outpatient costs 

for extrathoracic TB in adults is €1,040.88. As 85.8% of all adults are monitored by 

pneumologists, costs amount on average to altogether (€1,223.32 x 0.858 + €1,040.88 x 

0.142) = €1,049.61 + €147.80 = €1,197.41  

 

For children treated as outpatients with just a triple combination (no therapy with E), costs 

due to intrathoracic TB are incurred amounting to €1,067.71 (culturally confirmed TB: 

€453.91 plus €613.8 medication) and €907.71 (culturally negative TB: €293.91 plus €613.8 

medication). With reference to the basic assumptions (cultural confirmation in 80.5% of all 

cases) the weighted intrathoracic outpatient costs for children are [(€1,067.71 x 0.805) + 

(€907.71 x 0.195)] = €859.51 + €177.0 = €1,036.51.  

 

The costs for treating MDR-TB are for primary outpatients with intrathoracic TB who are by 

definition culture positive (€1,674.24 + €35,013.84) = €36,688.08 and (€654.13 + €35,013.84) 

= €35,667.97 for patients with extrathoracic TB. With reference to the basic presumptions that 

of 85.8% of all patients are monitored by pneumologists, the weighted costs are (€36,688.08 x 

0,858) + (€35,667.97 x 0,142) = €31,478.37 + €5,064.85 = €36,543.22. 
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Outpatient costs following hospitalisation 

After treatment in hospital, TB therapy must continue on an outpatient basis without 

interruption. Compared with just outpatient therapy of adults, the reduced monitoring and 

period of medication by 30 days (see section “Inpatients costs”) for adults suffering from 

intrathoracic TB with further treatment outside after initial hospitalisation then amounts to 

weigthed costs of [(€786.79 × 0.805) + (€686.05 × 0.195] = €633.37 + €133.78 = €767.15; the 

costs for adults suffering from extrathoracic TB with further treatment outside the hospital is 

€640.88. 

Again, as 85.8% of all adults are monitored by pneumologists, the costs for those adult 

outpatients after treatment in hospital amounts on average to altogether (€767.15 x 0.858 + 

€640.88 x 0.142) = €658.21 + €91.0 = €749.21. 

 

The costs for treating children as outpatients after initial hospitalisation are €710.24 

(culturally confirmed TB: €224.54 plus €485.7 medication) and €609.54 (€123.84 plus €485.7 

medication). Again, referring to the assumption of culture confirmation in 80.5% of the 

patients, the weighted costs for intrathoracic child patients are (€710.24 x 0.805) + (€609.54 

x0.195) = €571.74 + €118.86 = €690.60. The costs for children suffering from extrathoracic 

TB with further treatment outside the hospital is €564.33 (€78.63 plus €485.70 medication).  

The weighted outpatient costs for children after initial hospitalisation are accordingly: 

[(€690.60 x 0.858) + (€564.33 x 0.142) = €592.53 + €80.13 = €672.66. 

 

In contrast to the mean period of 30 days in hospital treatment for all TB patients, in the 

subgroup of MDR-TB patients the average of staying in hospital is 86 days. Thus, for 

monitoring and treating MDR-TB outpatients after hospital treatment that period has to be 

substracted. The post-hospital costs for intrathoracic MDR-TB sum up to €27,386.55 

(€1,065.49 for monitoring plus €26,321.06 for medication) and to €26,579.52 for extra-

thoracic MDR-TB (€258.46 for monitoring plus €26,321.06 for medication); the weighted 

average is (€27,386.55 x 0.858) + (€26,579.52 x 0.142) = €23,497.66 + €3,774.29 = 

€27,271.95. 

 

Inpatient costs 

In 2009, 979 patients belonging to the DRG category E76C  were treated in hospitals for, on 

average, for 7.1 days (SD  3.3 days ), and 654 patients belonging to DRG category E76 B 

were treated, on average, for 8.1 days (SD  3.5 days). A total of 3,184 patients was assigned 
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to category E76 A, i.e. hospitalized at least 14 days, with an average of 41.8 days (SD 30)1. 

The mean per-day reimbursement for those patients was €296.31 [18]. Thus, after subtracting 

the number of 46 MDR-TB cases for whom the costs are shown separately, the weighted 

mean number of days in which TB patients were treated in German hospitals can be 

calculated as follows: (7.1 days x 978 patients [E76C] + 8.1 days x 654 patients [E76B] + 

41.8 days x 3139 patients [E76A]) divided by the total of 4771 patients   (143,451.4: 4,771) = 

30.07 days. 

The mean weighted cost due to hospitalization per standard TB patient was accordingly [(978 

patients x €2,935.78 as base rate x 0.912) + (654 patients x €2,935.78 as base rate x 1.022) + 

(3139 patients x €296.31 as mean reimbursement per day x 41.8 days)] divided by the total of 

4771 patients (€43,459,662.35: 4771) = €9,109.13.   

The costs for MDR-TB in-patients have to be calculated for one patients to be assigned to to 

the DRG category E76C (€2,935.78 x 0.912 = €2,677.43) and 45 patients to be assigned to 

E76A (86 days x €296.31 as daily reimbursement = €25,482.66) resulting in a weighted mean 

of [(€1,146,719.7 plus € 2,677.43):46] = €24,986.89 per patient.  

 

Combined inpatient/outpatient TB costs 

Hospital treatment occurred in 71.2% of all TB cases, so in adults the weighted costs for a 

standard TB case are (€1,197.41 x 0.288) + [(€9,109.13+ €749.21) x 0.712] = €344.85+ 

€7,019.14 = €7,363.99.  For children, the combined costs can be calculated as follows: 

(€1,046.81 x0.288 + [(€9,109.13+ €690.60) x 0.712] = €301.48 + €6,998.25 = € 7,299.73. 

As 96.7% of all TB cases were adults, the average costs in Germany in 2009 per patient was 

(€7,363.99 x 0.967) + (€7,299.73 x 0.033) = €7,120.98 +€240.89 = €7,361.87. 

 

In contrast to MDR-TB outpatients the combined costs as calculated above are accordingly 

€24,986.89 (inpatient costs) + €27,271.95 (outpatient costs after hospitalisation) = 

€52,258.84. In 2009, 73% of the MDR cases were hospitalised, thus the mean weighted costs 

per MDR-TB patients are (€36,543.22 x 0.27) + (€52,258.84 x 0.73) = €9,866.67 + 

€38,148.95 = €48,015.62. 

 

 

 

                                                 
1 In addition to the DRG base rate, hospitals in Germany take several opportunities for surcharges and discounts  
(e.g. for improvement of working conditions) into account. These have not been taken into account for 
calculation of the hospitals costs, because they would only marginally affect the final amounts.   
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Costs of public health screening for LTBI 

A cost study [17], based on a dual step testing approach (TST first, if positive, followed by a 

highly specific Interferon-gamma release assay (IGRA) as confirmation, showed that the cost 

of testing (comprising the labor cost for the staff performing the Mantoux TST, the material 

cost of the vial and associated consumables for each TST, the costs of an initial chest 

radiograph to rule out active TB prior to treatment and a medical consultation at the end of 

screening) is €91,06.  For the QuantiFERON-Gold in tube assay (QFT), the most specific and 

least costly of the two commercially available IGRAs, the costs needing consideration are: 

Costs for a chest radiograph and consultation, the cost for drawing blood, the cost of the 

screening kit, reagents, and laboratory technician’s fees for each QFT-G assay test. These 

amount to €61.29, based on an average price of €40 for performing the QFT). The dual step 

strategy (TST first, QFT second) resulted in costs of €52.05.  

 

In “source tracing”, however, where not latent Tb infection due to an infectious TB source 

case, but the source person himself/herself is sought, usually a chest X-ray examination will 

be performed. According to the calculations published in [17] the costs for the performance of 

a radiographic examination within the scope of a contact investigation (sum of the personnel 

costs for medical technical assistants and physician plus material costs) amount to a total of 

€74.30 including administrative expenses. 

 

According to the Fingerprinting Study of the German Central Committee Against 

Tuberculosis [22], in which 2,562 patients were involved, 31,066 contacts of 1,995 patients 

with culture confirmed pulmonary TB (on average 16 contacts per TB source case) had to be 

tested, even though only bona-fide close contacts had been considered for contact tracing. Of 

these, 23.7% of contact investigations were performed to root out the source case, i.e. on 

average 4 contacts (rounded) of the average 16 contacts. Accordingly the weighted costs 

arising per TB case due to contact investigations from the Public Health perspective were (12 

contacts x €52.05) + (4 contacts x €74.30), adding up to (€624.6 + €297.2) a total of €921.80. 

 
 

 

 
 


